A theoretical study on photomagnetic fluorescent protein chromophore coupled diradicals and their possible applications.
We have designed and theoretically studied three different pairs of green fluorescent protein chromophores and their different homologue-based diradicals coupled with imino nitroxides. To begin with, the geometries of all these diradicals have been optimized at high spin (HS) state in the gas phase, in a water medium and in a blood plasma medium. The process of calculations is straightforward and well-established in the case of the gas phase. However, for calculations in water, we have adopted our own N-layer integrated molecular orbital and molecular mechanics (ONIOM) method. Similarly for the blood phase calculations, the polarized continuum model (PCM) method has been adopted. With these optimized geometries the magnetic exchange coupling constant (J) values are estimated for these diradicals in different media using the broken symmetry (BS) approach in an unrestricted DFT framework. In order to obtain the BS solutions in the ONIOM method, we have carried out ONIOM-BS, where the BS calculations are done for the inner high-level layer (diradical system) keeping the outer water layer at low level. In a similar fashion, a PCM-BS technique has also been adopted for the BS calculations in the PCM method. We have found that these diradicals have an ability to change their magnetic nature from antiferromagnetic in the trans form to ferromagnetic in the cis form upon irradiation of light with the appropriate wavelength. Using a time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) technique, the required wavelengths of light by which non-fluorescent dark trans diradicals turn into their corresponding bright fluorescent cis isomers are determined for each pair of diradicals for the gas and water media. This color change is indeed a signature of the change in magnetic state of the diradicals concerned. Here, we have also calculated the zero field splitting (ZFS) parameter (D), rhombic ZFS parameter (E) and ZFS magnitude (a2). From our calculations we ambitiously expect that if these diradicals are synthesized then they might be used as a successful, non-hazardous magnetic resonance imaging contrast agent (MRICA) in place of other metal-based contrast agents.